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CORRECTIONS
The following mat€rials arc corre.tions from the last issue by the publisher.
These corrections consist of the identificadon and correction of several pages from the Barth
& Sanford anicle, Hnman Science and the Person-Centered Approach: An Inquiry into the Inner
Process ofSignifcant Change within Indivkluals. Ttn pinting skipped several pages ofthe final
diskefie copy and incoflect insertions ofthose pages may have distracted from the meaning and
clarity ofthe anicle. Readers will be able to substitute these corrections in the original anicle.
John K. Wood's anicle, The Person-Centerctl Approach's Creqtest Weakness: Not Using its
Sfiength, is repeatd in its entirety. One page was left out and other pages subsdtuted during tle
printing. This resultcd in considerable confusion to some readers.
Several other anicles also had their content distracted from when quotes were not indented
and several other format problems occurred.
Thc oditors and publisher apologize for these problems. Final galley proofing by authors and
closer attention to the technology should eliminate such errors in the futurB.
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HUMAN SCIENCE AND THE
PERSON.CENTERED APPROACH:

AN INQUTRY |NTO THE INNER PROCESS
OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGE WITHIN
INDIVIDUALS
Robert Barth and Ruth Sanford

Following are the corrections to theanicle Humqn Science and the Percon-Centered Approach
by Ruth Sanford and Robert Barth which appeared in Volume l, Issue 2 of fh? Person-Centered
Joumal. Ttf,- first quotation of each pair contains the error that appeared in print. The second
quotation contains the corrected version. The actual errors and./or omissions and thet corrections
in each pair are indicated in boldface type.
page 30, line 33:

"Another aspect of the nature of change which seems clear is that the process
is irreversible. There may be dips and detours along this way. . . ."
"Another aspect of the nature of change which seems clear is that the process
is ineversible. There may be dips and detours along the way. . . ."
page 31, lines 37 and 38:

"This raises an important point since, during the course of conducting our
research, we met individuals who assened that, were we to give them copies
ofour verbatim Eanscripts, they would have as good an undentanding of the
process of change after a few hours ofreading as we had as a consequence of
having spent many different months engaged in the processes of empathic
immersion in other people's worlds.
In Penon Knowledge, Polanyi. . . ."
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Roben Banh ond Ruth Sanford

process ofchange after a few hours of reading as we had as a consequence of
having spent many difiicult months engaged in the processes of empathic
immersion in other people's wodds.

In Pcnonal Knowlelge,Polanyi- . . ."
page 32, lines 12 and

l3:

"The more you can get inside an experience, the greater ability you have to
undersumd the process that are involved. It,s a matter ofdeeply experiencing
sorncthing: apprehending it notjust congnitively, but with. . . .
"The more you can get inside an experience, the greater abiliry you have to
understand the processes that arc involved. It's a matter ofdeeply experiencing
something: apprehending ir notjust cognitively, but wirh. . . ."
page 32, line 36;

"Because ofthe [research] experience I feel bener about myself. It's dennitely
a weight that hrve becn taken away."

"Bccause ofthe [research] experience I feel bcner about myseli lt's definitely
a weight that hss been taken away.,'

page 33, affer line 4:

"INTERVIEWER: I'm nor clear. Thar experience ofbeing physically choked.
. . at that tiIIE you had the awareness that there was a connedion between thar
and being emotionally choked?
lPause.I

MISSINGTEXT
INTERVIEWER: Thal was just now thar that happened?
[Another pause.l

PARTICIPANT: That was iusr now. . . .,,

"INTERVIEWER: I'm nor clear. That experience ofbeing physica.lly choked.
. . at that time you had the awareness that therc was a conncction betwe€n that
and being emotionally choked?
[Pause.]

PARTICIPANT: No.
INTERVIEWER: Thal was jusr now thar rhar happened?

Hwtatt Science and the Person-CenreEd Approoch

[Another pause.]

PARTICIPANT: That was iust now. . . ."
page 33,line 33:

"On Verifying Person-Centered

Conce pts

"

"Some Percon-Centered ConceDts"
page 33, line 37:

"It was not ow intention to confirm or refute any pe$on-centered conceps in
conducting this research. In the course of its execution, however, it became
clear to us that the panicipants were in fact talking about some of the basic
concepts of this approach and that the issue of their verification should
therefore be raised."

"in fact talking about some of the basic concepts of this approach and that the
issue oftheir illustration should therefore be nised."
page

34,lne 20:
"Kurt Goldstein was probably the first to give it is name. . . ."

"Kun Goldstein

was probably the first to give it its name. . . ."

page 34,lines 38 and zl0:

"But $ere seemed to have been a strong push towards continued existence
pres€t at the same tine: two antithetical forces operating simultaneously and
creating a powerfi.rl tension between them.
Iooking

at the process of change more generally, it seems to us that all of the

struggle reponed by the participants. . . ."

"But there se€med to have been a strong push towards continued exist€n@
present at the same time: two antithetical forces operating simultaneously and
creating a powerful tension between lhem.

lroking at the process of change more generally, it seems to us that all of the
struggles reponed by the participants. . . ."
page 35,line l3:
"Research has shown that, when persons are looking within [missing word]

arccePtive...."
"Research has shown that, when persons are looking within in a
receDtive. . . ."
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